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Idiya Turf 
Artificial 

Grass                                                                                    

Go Green with us...! 

Synthetic Grass      
a Economical 

answer for the 
clients with its 

Real Like 
appearance and 

support free 
utilization 

Idiya Turf’s  
Products are most  

widely recognized & 
commonly used in  

Garden,  
Terrace, Exhibition  

& in  numerous 
 different spaces. 
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Idiya Turf is known for its quality products. The vital nature of 

artificial grass lies in its life expectancy and wellbeing, particularly 

when you put it in your garden under the harsh weather conditions. 

Our Production partner picks the absolute best nature of crude/raw 

material with solid UV steadiness to ensure our grass keeps its new 

and green color over years. 
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Idiya Turf a notable name in the field of Landscape Artificial Grass, Idiya Turf is providing 

quality engineered grasses to sellers for years across India. Idiya turf synthetic grass offers you 

unequaled authenticity and strength, not found in items offered by others today. Our Artificial turf 

engineered grass is worked with industry driving innovation that guarantees the quality of our 

artificial grass products.  

Our grasses keep going for longer period and we have consistently strived to bring to the table the 

best products that will serve our clients and give an extraordinary profit from venture.  

   "Wouldn't you like a delicate, green yard that never needs to be cut or watered?” 

Synthetic Grass is answer to every one of our desires of a delicate green yard that never needs any 

cutting or watering. It stays lavish green round the year.  

 

 

 Why Choose Idiya Turf – Artificial Grass 

Our Product has: 

 UV PROTECTOR - UV SAFEGUARD KEEPS YOUR GRASS NEW AND GREEN 

  Max UV defense; Grey Scale “5” Score UVB; Designed for strong sunlight areas 

HEALTH DEFENDER – IT GIVES SAFETY FOR YOUR FAMILY 
 Lead Free, Heavy Metal Free, No substance of exceptionally high concern 

QUALITY THAT IS GUARANTEED  
 Our Products are painstakingly checked during each progression of 

       manufacturing to get most ideal quality. 

WATER 

SAVING 

 

EASY & SIMPLE 

INSTALLATION  
UP TO 10 YEARS’ 

SERVICE LIFE 

NO MOWING 

NO FERTILIZING  

YEARS LONG 

LUSH GREEN 

LOOK  
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Products – Artificial Grass Never Looked So Real 

IDIYA ECO TURF (Economy Series Grasses) 
Idiya turf’s artificial grass is ideal for business and residential 
landscapes spaces where budget is a priority. If you are 
searching for an impeccably manicured yard, and want to 
eliminate monthly lawn upkeep costs,  Idiya’s Eco Turf Artificial 
Grass is the answer 
 
Pile height: 25mm & 35mm 
Item #: Idiya eco turf 
Type: 3 tone and 4 tone  
Yarn shape – C Shape “ 

 

 

 

 

IDIYA DECORATIVE TURF (Economy Series 

Grasses) 
The decorative series is an economical solution to the user with 
its natural appearance and maintenance-free usage. Decorative 
series’ most common products preferred in wall coverings, 
Terrace, Exhibition and many other areas. 
 
Pile height: 10mm & 15mm 
Item #: Idiya eco turf 
Type: 3 tone  
Yarn shape – C Shape “ 

 
 

IDIYA GARDEN TURF (Super & Premium Series 

Grasses) 
Garden Turf is one of the most common products preferred in 
Garden, Terrace, Exhibition, Play Grounds and many other areas.  
 
Pile height: 25mm , 35mm , 40mm, 50mm, 60mm 
Item #: Idiya Super turf ; Idiya Premium Turf 
Type: 3 tone & 4 Tone 
Yarn shape – C Shape “ 

 

 

IDIYA PLAYGROUND TURF (Super & Premium 

Series Grasses) 
The products are manufactured according to stringent safety 
standards (DIN, Reach, RoHS, etc) with no lead or other harmful 
chemical contamination. Your kids can play on it with no 
concern of allergies or other threats to health. Its multiple color 
choices also enables you to create different game zones or game 
boards for kids. 
 
Pile height: 25mm , 35mm , 40mm, 50mm, 60mm 
Item #: Idiya Super turf ; Idiya Premium Turf 
Type: 3 tone & 4 Tone 
Yarn shape – C Shape “ 
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Buyers Guide 

Artificial Grass Introduction  

Synthetic grass are otherwise known as artificial grass, they are kind of surface planned to 

look like natural grass. Even though it possesses a natural look, it is produced solely using 

original synthetic material. Such artificial grass as well has a tendency to be stronger than 

natural grass. By tradition, synthetic grass are been used in sports areas and field where 

natural grass becomes quite difficult to maintain, mainly in indoor areas.  

The enhancement in the appearance and experience of synthetic grass has added chiefly to 

its bigger use for the housing turf and lawns. By making use of synthetic grass, homeowners 

could take pleasure in the gaze of a fit, green, ideally maintained lawn all through the year. 

Moreover, synthetic grass also needs smallest protection and maintenance, making it far 

handier and less expensive to keep than the natural grass. 

We’ve compiled a list of artificial grass FAQs in Annexure – 1 and corresponding answers – 

have a skim through and see if you find what you’re looking for. 
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Artificial Grass Leisure System  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CURLY YARN 

BACKING  

PU / LATEX 

WITH MESH  

STRAIGHT  

YARN 

MONOFILAMENT 

Wear Resistant 

backing gives 

durability to grass 
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Drainage Holes are 

kept to drain water in 

to base of grass 

quickly   

Gauge of grass is 

decided by the 

distance between 

two stich lines of 

grass   

Stich rate is defined 

by no. of stiches in 

10cm 
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Installation is very easy and 

hassle-free. For beautifying 

spaces Idiya Turf is best 

available flooring product in 

the market   

Pile Height defines height of 

straight yarn from its base; it 

is very easy to measure …. 

See illustration of pile height 

measurement     
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You have space; we have Turf to beautify that! 

We comprehend that your property is a major speculation and we need our clients to realize 

that we are there for them to assist them with achieving the dreams that they may have for 

their property to Decorate it....!! 

Artificial grass looks like characteristic grass in appearance as well as is predominant in 

surface and execution. Likewise, Artificial grass accompanies numerous advantages, from 

natural manageability to upgraded wellbeing and security characteristics. In contrast to live 

grass, the made assortment is ungracious to shape and different allergens. Designed for 

quick drainage, it doesn't get slippery when wet. Also, with regards to kid-accommodating 

yards, you will not care about your little ones tumbling across the extravagant, pardoning 

surface that fake grass gives.  

 

Artificial grass is so flexible; there is a scope of items to browse for use in and around the 

home, occasion settings, and open air spaces, indoor games and offices too. Truth be told, 

synthetic grass has become the surface of choice for many professionals, elite athletics 

groups, both as a playing surface and for training fields. 
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Applications of Landscape Grass:  

Idiya Turf Artificial grasses will deal with the greater part of any venture, and is ideal for 

housetops, decks, pool side, open yard regions, sideways of streets, overhang spaces, indoor 

lounge room or office spaces, porches, as floor covers and divider covers.
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Artificial Grass Have Endless Possibilities 
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Annexure -1  

Does artificial grass fade? 

No – our artificial grass is fully UV protected, meaning that it will retain its rich green colour. We also offer a 6 

year warranty against fading, just for added peace of mind. 

Is artificial grass safe for kids? 

Artificial grass is ideal for kids. Idiya Turf grass features safe, non-slip technology, and it can even be fitted 

with a shock pad base for extra safety. This makes extended periods of play time much safer. 

Is artificial grass safe for pets? 

Absolutely. Idiya Turf has a range of products specifically designed to be skin friendly. If you’re curious, give 

us a call and a member of our sales team would be happy to explain the benefits. 

How do I clean up after my pets? 

If you have artificial grass, cleaning up after pets is simple, just pick up the waste and then give the area a 

quick hose down. Don’t worry about wee, it will drain away through the perforation. 

Will my artificial grass get hot in direct sunlight? 

If it’s a particularly sunny day, your artificial grass could get hot. If this happens, a simple hose down will cool 

it off. Alternatively, you could put a blanket down – this could be preferable if you have small children. 

Can I use artificial grass inside? 

Of course! Our artificial grass is adaptable and can be used inside and out, regardless of whether it is a wet or 

dry area. 

How long does it take to lay artificial grass? 

As a guide: a 50 square metre garden can be laid in a single day.  

Is artificial grass completely maintenance free? 

Artificial grass is extremely low maintenance, like all things, it’s not fully maintenance-free. It will require a 

brush and a sweep every now and then. 

Does artificial grass flatten? 

Artificial grass can become crushed by garden furniture or heavy footfall, but this is by no means permanent. 

To remedy this, all you have to do is brush up the pile to raise it back up again. 
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Where does rainwater go? 

Idiya Turf Artificial Grass is perforated, meaning that any excess rainwater simply slips through into the soil 

underneath. 

Will static be a problem? 

This is very unlikely, it certainly won’t pose a problem as frequent rainfall will ensure the garden is properly 

earthed. 

If you have a question that you would like to ask the more about Idiya Turf Artificial 

Grass, get in touch with us today @+91-8800-211-379 and we would be more than 

happy to help. 
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